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 7% full support
13% unknown
Impaired uses
  aquatic life,
  swim, drink
Every other year,





















Most frequently Impaired uses:
Cold water fishery, aquatic life, drinking, swimming
BASIN STREAM CONDITION & TRENDS
Based on MT DEQ Water Quality Assessments
                                   2000   2004    2008
USE SUPPORT
   IMPAIRED               80%     55%    77%
   FULL SUPPORT       7%     14%    22%
































“He hit him a couple clips with the shovel and a scuffle ensued.”
    -Green Fields of Montana
property of the state for the use
of its people . . .
water










Fish and Wildlife  
21
Sale or Marketing  
water marketing
buying and selling in a market
 




“The West is the fastest growing part of the country.
It is also the driest.”





more valid water right claims than






An applicant who determines the net
depletion created by a proposed ground
water appropriation will result in an
adverse affect must submit a combined
application including a hydrogeologic
assessment, a mitigation plan or aquifer
recharge plan if required, a permit









challenges to new appropriations
3 of 45 applications approved 
   

Markets adjust
Future water demand will be met or
mitigated by existing water rights.
demand
water market demand  
In Montana and other states, competing
demands for water are driving water
marketing discussions.





USDA, Economic Research Service (2009)
Environmental
115 miles of blue and red ribbon streams
59 miles of dewatered streams
Montana FWP, 2009
Urban
36% growth since 1990






protects private property rights.
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Voluntary














“The grandiose irrigation and land
development scheme was fueled by
speculators from the East and Midwest,
who invested big money to build the Big
Ditch irrigation system.”
                       - A Brief History of Hamilton

 Montana Water Code
 price fixing
 priced out of market
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“Water rights can be changed to water
marketing.  The key to water marketing as
a beneficial use is the ability to show that
contracts exist for at least some of the
















Grass Valley French Ditch Company
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